GET READY!
Protect your work surface with an Alex Drop Cloth or a newspaper. Gently untape the butterflies from their board. Hold the top loop to let the strings unfurl and then arrange them flat on the covered table.

GET SET!
Paint your butterflies and dragonflies with four different colors of glitter glue! You can also decorate them with silvery gems. Just peel and stick the gems where you want them!

When you have finished, allow the butterflies to sit flat overnight so that they are completely dry before handling.

GO!
Now that your butterflies and dragonflies are sparkling and beautiful, it is time to hang them up!

Look for a good place to hang your creation. Be sure to ask an adult! Your butterflies will look pretty next to a window! Have an adult hang the loop off of a push pin or nail in the ceiling or in the wall.

Always hang out of a standing baby’s reach.

Enjoy your new mobile!
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